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IO-C™

IO-S6™

IO-W™ and IO-WSP™
Wall plate / Desktop Mounts with IO Quick-Change Coupler.

IO-W and IO-WSP wall plates provide a stable platform for mounting 
Triad-Orbit IO-equipped adaptors, boom arms, tablet holders, and 
assorted accessories to flat surfaces, including walls, ceilings and 
desktops. IO-W features an EVA isolation pad to reduce the transmission 
of vibrations and protect delicate surfaces from finish damage. IO-W 
makes a great freestanding desktop iOrbit or mic stand, thanks to its 
substantial base and low center of gravity.Gain floor space and use 
fewer stands by mounting AV devices with IO-W to walls, ceilings, 
desktops, consoles, etc.

Mounting Clamp with IO Quick-Change Coupler.
IIO-C mounting clamps are purpose-built for attaching Triad-Orbit IO-equipped adapters, boom arms, tablet 
holders and assorted accessories to stands, trusses, tabletops and other parallel surfaces. Create unique solutions 
and multipurpose setups easily by adding an IO-C, OA, OA-M and/or Micro adapters.

IO-WSP stud plate is similar to our popular IO-W wall/desk/ceiling mount with a shape designed for stud wall 
installation and a 360 degree rotational IO connection to allow for precise adjustment of monitors, speakers, or 
other devices.

IO-S6 connects to the rear of the console on the 
mounting frame and provides IO (In/out)  connec-
tivity to add your favorite accessories, such as: 
Speakers, cameras, mics laptops, sheet music. 
Pair with the following Triad-Orbit products; 
IO-A1A or IOA2A and OM boom for microphones, 
IO-Desk for laptops, notes, sheet music. IO-S6 
enhances your workflow by providing accessories 
quickly and easily with a simple click.



IO-GC/IO-GC-M each have unique articulating jaws that fit 
firmly onto any odd shaped object.  Whether mounting on 
round, square, or flat objects, the peak-and-valley design of 
the jaw allows for multiple points of contact, ensuring a 
strong grip every time. IO-GC is tapped with one 1/4”-20 and 
one 3/8”-16 threaded hole on each of the jaws and the 
IO-GC-M has one 1/4”-20 threaded hole on the opposite 
jaw, allowing for multiple instruments or device mounting.

Micro Level
Fits on an M1 or M2 allowing for precise leveling of 360 cameras, 
DSLR, GoPro or any video camera.Can be installed on an M2 
between the locking ring and any adaptor.

AV Pack
Combines 7 important Triad-Orbit IO-H™ accessories into one package. 
Has all the essentials to connect microphones, GoPro, DSLR cameras, 
video cameras, LED lights, flashes and full sized photography grip gear to 
your Triad-Orbit stands, Orbit booms or IO equipped devices. Plus, all of 
these items fit into the included accessory storage pouch.

Synergy Series

IO-SC

IO-SC
Synergy Series™ IO-Equipped Spring Clamp is the fast mounting 
version of our IO Grip Clamp. Fitted with our proprietary IO receiver 
mounted on a strong hand compressed torsion spring, it has 
unique articulating jaws that grabs firmly onto odd shaped objects 
and allows for multiple applications ensuring a strong grip every 
time and accommodates all T-O accessories.

IO-GC/IO-GCM

IO-GCM IO-GC







The Triad Shuttle Bag is a robust rolling transporter 
with a convenient, two-tier compartment design 
which provides separation for multiple booms, 
stands, Micro adaptors, and accessories. Sixteen 
individual pads provide separation, stabilization, 
and protection for your system. Accessories can 
be neatly organized and separated using the two 
zippered neoprene padded pouches and the 
zippered side wall slots located in both the upper 
and lower tiers. The heavy-duty wheels and 
convenient carry handles make transport, loading, 
and unloading as easy as can be.

The world’s finest stands deserve to travel in style. Triad-Orbit carrier bags are specifically designed to 
securely store and transport Triad-Orbit Stand Systems.

Triad-Orbit Grav Bags are uniquely-weighted, metal-filled ballast bags that can be used individually on 
leg ends or combined as a center weight to stabilize stands in heavily-trafficked areas

Our TGB-2 Standard Carrier Bag is made from 
a durable 600-Denier PVC exterior and a plush, 
padded interior and includes securing straps and 
protective pads to secure your Triad-Orbit System 
during transport. The elastic interior pockets keep 
your various components and accessories 
organized and out of the way.

TSB Triad shuttle bag

TGB-2 Standard Carrier Bag

TSB Triad shuttle bag







Stand Systems Guide 

Stereo Grand PIano  (T3/O2/M2 x 2) 

Overhead / Toms (T3/O2x/M2 x 2)

Components Included with these stand systems.

M2 M2

O2xT3



Stand Systems Guide 
Combo Amp ‘Kick-Back’ (T1/O1/M1)

Stereo Guitar Amps (T1/O2/ M2 x 2)

Components Included in this stand system.

Components Included in this stand system.

T1 M1

O2T1 M2 M2

O1




